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Core infl ation came in at up 0.1%, one tick below expectations. As long as core infl ation stays un-
der control, the Fed can keep the hawks under control and continue the “for an extended period” 
language that marks their directive.  Overall CPI infl ation hit the button at up 0.5% and PPI infl ation 
reported yesterday came in near expectations. The Fed’s position, so far borne out by the data, is that 
as long as wages are quiescent, there is little likelihood that oil and food infl ation will creep into the 
core. This doesn’t deny that a rise in oil prices is a blow to the economy; indeed, the deterioration on 
fi rst quarter economic growth is mostly due to oil. Nevertheless, as long as labor and product markets 
are soft, infl ation is not a threat.

However, infl ationary expectations, measured by the difference between TIPs and nominal bonds, are 
less well anchored. The breakeven rate of infl ation for 10-year bonds has been creeping up for the 
last few months and on Monday hit 2.64%, the highest in nearly fi ve years. This is not a “threatening” 
number yet, but it is one of the three criteria the Fed uses to formulate its monetary policy and so has to 
be closely watched. The other, capacity utilization, was just reported by the Fed for March and exactly 
hit expectations at 77.4. This number is approaching the “normal utilization” range, but is still far from 
being infl ationary. Of course the same holds true for labor market utilization, as the unemployment rate 
is just below 9%.

As earning season gets underway, it will be of interest to see if the blow to economic growth from 
rising oil prices adversely impacts fi rst quarter earnings. I would be surprised if as many fi rms beat 
estimates as usual. In fact, even 50% of fi rms hitting expectations might be considered good in the 
current climate.

Oil prices have pulled back this week, yet gold is still hitting all-time highs. With the good infl ation 
report today Treasury yields have fallen to 3.42%, right in the middle of the range established since 
last November. The European debt situation is getting no better and Greek yields have hit new highs, 
although the euro has remained fi rm. Despite European problems, this is still a very favorable climate 
for stocks and if oil prices stabilize, I have little doubt that stocks can advance.
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